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Growth story for LNG into the Middle East has largely 
played out
• LNG has largely been inserted into the available opportunities – with summer 

cooling load as a key driver
• With gas resources in the East Med, role of LNG will be diminished in the Near 

East
• Over time, from an economically rational perspective, solar penetration will 

increase, leaving the potential for gas at the beginning and end of day.  The 
‘California duck’ comes to the Middle East

• In the longer term, concentrated solar power (CSP), which is dispatchable, 
could begin to compete with gas as costs fall.  It’s already deployed in Spain, 
Morocco, Egypt and Dubai

• Enduring advantages of gas to power remain: fast construction schedules, mid-
merit economics, fast ramp rates for intermittency cover

• Strong creditworthy counterparties in the Middle East, with clear leadership, 
making sensible decisions

• New LNG opportunities are about aggregating demand
• LNG to power and renewables are policy led in the Middle East, so advocacy –

making your case directly is important
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Existing FSRUs 
and FSU

• Cyprus – delays in 
decision making; the 
inertia when there’s the 
possibility of your own 
gas

• Israel - backup
• Lebanon  - fuel 

displacement
• Egypt – the LNG play is 

disappearing
• Jordan – will end up 

being supplied by 
pipeline

• Dubai – replacement of 
liquid fuels; security of 
supply
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Enduring advantages of CCGTs
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But the risk is that gas gets squeezed by solar
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• With renewables, still 
need some form of 
reliable power

• Solar takes the diurnal 
(daytime) load, and gas 
gets squeezed into the 
beginning and end of day

• Dual benefit of solar is 
that it could be built out 
to exceed demand with 
the surplus used for 
desalination by reverse 
osmosis 

RICE: reciprocating internal combustion engine.
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Longer term gas’ peaking role could be compromised

• CSP, using molten salt, allows 
you to generate power after 
daylight hours

• In Chile, the cost of energy from 
dispatchable CSP with heat 
storage is less than gas-fired 
CCGT with LNG

• Current global installed capacity 
is small, but proven at utility 
scale (60MW plants)

• Eventually, batteries could 
eliminate peaks in demand that 
could be serviced by gas

• e.g. Arizona Public Service Electricity 
Company

Abu Dhabi, largest CSP plant in the world, 100 MW

Source: Shams Power Company
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LNG players need to be thinking in terms of ‘wrapped 
solutions’
• For long-term success in the Middle East, LNG companies may need to partner 

with renewables players so that you can deliver an electricity solution 
regardless of the power source

• The example of Siemens
• Total is a partner in the Abu Dhabi’s Shams 1 CSP 
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From an LNG import perspective, Africa is a difficult 
story
• There are opportunities for gas as a substitute fuel in North Africa
• In Sub-Saharan Africa, history of LNG to power hasn’t been good
• Many attempts to do LNG projects which haven’t succeeded.  This is because 

of downstream institutional issues
• There needs to be political stability and project management capacity
• Gas to power is also small in scale, so sizing LNG to available power demand is 

the economic challenge
• There are no creditworthy electricity companies; private finance isn’t available

• Not just hire of the vessel ($30-40m/year).  Customers need to able to stand behind the face value 
of the contract to purchase LNG; could be billions of USD.
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Core problem in Africa is that electricity sectors are 
challenged
• Governments want to make cheap electricity available.  Tariffs are not 

commercially viable.  Subsidies always lead to shortages
• Electricity utilities are not collecting what they’re owed

• e.g. Nigeria 1/3 of consumers have meters that work, 1/3 of consumers have meters that don’t 
work, and 1/3 of people have no meters

• Non-technical losses are huge - theft
• General issues of governance at utilities, e.g. commercial project structuring
• Performance varies in Africa, but many electricity utilities are simply not 

financially viable.  They can’t invest because no one will lend them money 
because they won’t get it back

• Necessary infrastructure and metering investments not made
• Utilities need to make long-term investment: maintain and repair, install meters, make sure they 

get the money in.  Then they become viable, then they can start building out.

• LNG could work with liquid fuels displacement, but the broader problem is the 
total quantum of gas demand.  It’s not big enough to sustain LNG chains

• Could happen in Cote d’Ivoire.  Potentially hundreds of MW of gas-fired power.
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Planned/
prospective 
FSRU terminals
• Morocco – big project, 

roles to be structured
• Senegal – window has 

gone
• Sierra Leone – not much 

of a power sector; large 
mineral resources in the 
area

• Cote d’Ivoire –
government 
engagement; role of 
Chinese (coal)

• Ghana – ECG not 
financially viable; politics; 
Chinese (Bui hydro)

• South Africa – ESKOM is 
in a precarious situation
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Lack of credit capacity in Africa
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Source: S&P Ratings
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Difficulty of sizing to smaller markets
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K-Electric of Pakistan is a case study in how electricity 
utilities can be turned around

Source: K-Electric
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Development agencies have a role to play in 
establishing conditions that could assist LNG
• Development agencies can mobilize funding for capacity building in Africa, 

which yield long-term dividends
• There has to be stable energy policy.  Parties need to know what is going to 

happen
• The right institutional framework is needed, with clear roles for entities 

involved
• Project management capability in government

• e.g. Ghana.  Three attempts at an LNG project, and it fell apart because it wasn’t tied together.

• Electricity sectors have to be made viable, which means that they can afford to 
pay for fuel.  Any LNG project is ultimately about selling electrons – and that’s 
where it needs to be creditworthy

• With entry of Meralco, watch Ghana.
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Contact details

John Sattar
jsattar@poten.com
Mobile: +44 7506 720 140
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NATURAL GAS & LNG CONSULTING CONTACTS:

AMERICAS (NEW YORK)
Contact: Majed Limam

Email: mlimam@poten.com
Tel: +1 212 230 2000

EUROPE, M. EAST, AFRICA
Contact: Graham Hartnell

Email: ghartnell@poten.com
Tel: +44 20 3747 4820

ASIA PACIFIC
Contact: Will Pulsford

Email: wpulsford@poten.com
Tel: +618 6468 7943

AMERICAS (HOUSTON)
Contact: Stephen Thompson

Email: sthompson@poten.com
Tel: +1 713 263 3386


